
 

 

Billing item setup – Deposit 

Add new deposit at Master > Deposit > New  

 

 

Input deposit code, name, value and 

amount.  

Input other necessary fields if  required, 

system has no input control on other fields. 

Press <Submit> to add deposit 



 
 Code: represent the deposit, cannot be duplicated and will be displayed on invoice. 

 Name: brief description of the deposit that will be displayed on invoice. 

 Description: detailed description of the deposit that will not be displayed on invoice. 

 Default expiry date: maximum period that the purchased deposit can be redeemed. 

It would be calculated automatically by system on invoice, where authorised user can make appropriate amendments. 

 Division / brand: only for classification and analysis puropse. 

Add new division/ brand at Master > Division/ Brand > New 

 Value: the actual value of the deposit that will be displayed on invoice. 

Authorised user can make appropriate amendments on invoice. 

 Amount: the actual amount that member pay to purchase the deposit and will be displayed on invoice. 

Authorised user can make appropriate amendments. 

 Status: the deposit is default as active. Active deposit can be sellable and available for redemption. 

If deposit is ticked as inactive, inactive deposit will be not sellable, but available for redemption. 

 Only for treatment redemption: If ticked, the deposit cannot be used for sale but only available for redemption. 

If not ticked, then the deposit is available for both sale and redemption. 

 

 



 

View deposit at Master > Deposit > Search 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Press deposit code or name to view deposit 

details 

Input search criteria, press 

<Submit> to search deposit 

Authorized user can edit 

and delete deposit 

View deposit page can also edit and delete deposit 



 

 

If deposit has more than 1 item code, use <SKU> 

 

 

Input alternative code, then press <Submit> 

SKU can be inputted at invoice and system will 

change it into deposit code automatically. 

SKU cannot be duplicated with any item codes. 


